The optics of successive Bragg reflection by two bent crystals is considered in the lamellar approximation. The optimal curvatures ensuring minimal rockingcurve widths and good reflection efficiencies are determined. The conditions under which a rocking curve reproduces the reflectivity curve of a bent crystal are indicated. Analytical formulae for the rocking-curve width and peak intensity are derived for three simple limiting cases. The computations are supported by experimental results obtained with bent perfect silicon crystals.
I. Introduction
In neutron crystal diffraction a rocking curve is measured by rotating a monocrystalline sample through the Bragg reflection range. Measuring rocking curves is the usual way of assessing experimentally the reflectivity of plane crystals. For plane monochromator and sample (analyzing crystal) with identical spacings in the parallel position the rocking curve is the convolution of the reflectivity curves of the two crystals. This is related to the fact that in such a case on rocking the analyzer all its volume enters into reflection at once.
If the crystals are bent then on rocking the analyzer different portions of it enter into reflection successively and the shape of the rocking curve will generally depend on the collimation and the crystal dimensions. However, in special conditions which will be discussed in § 2 all the points of the analyzing crystal enter into reflection simultaneously and the rocking curve again has a direct relation to the reflectivity curves. This is an equivalent of the parallel position, the existence of which was revealed by Arrott & Templeton (1985) .
For the general case of thick curved crystals analytical expressions for the rocking-curve width and peak intensity have not yet been reported in the literature. It *Present address: Institute of Physics and Technology of Materials, Bucharest, Romania.
is the aim of this paper to derive explicit formulae for these quantities and to illustrate their use in the interpretation of experimental results obtained with curved perfect silicon crystals.
The equivalent of the parallel position
Let us first consider the simplified case of curved thin perfect crystals. A thin curved crystal is characterized optically by its two focal lengths (e.g. Maier-Leibnitz, 1970) fl = (R/2) sin (0 + X) sign (0 + •)
(1) f2 = (R/2) sin (0 -X) sign (0 + X) where R is the radius of curvature of the crystal plate, positive if the neutrons strike the concave side, 0 is the Bragg angle and X is the crystal cutting angle (X = 0 for symmetrical reflection, -0 < ~ < rt -0 if 0 > 0; -7t -0 < 7~ < -0 if 0 < 0). Both 0 and Z are measured in the trigonometric sense so that • = 0 means a Fankuchen cut irrespective of the sign of 0. The first focal length always has the same sign as R while the second has the sign of R in the reflection range and the opposite sign in the transmission range. For symmetrical reflection f2 =fx while for symmetrical transmission f2 = -fx.
For plane monochromator and analyzer crystals the shape of the rocking curve is determined by the form of their packets in momentum space (e.g. Dachs, 1978) . In the curved-crystal case there exists a strong correlation between momentum-space and real-space variables which makes it insufficient to consider packets in momentum space only -one has to work in phase space.
The correlation between momentum-space and real-space variables of the neutron beam after reflection by a thin perfect monochromator is expressed by (Popovici & Stoica, 1983) from the most probable direction in the diffraction plane and y is the spatial variable across the beam at the distance L from the monochromator (see Fig. 1 ). The angles ~M and tim characterize the correlation directions in the Ak,k'tl and Ak,y planes of phase space, respectively. Their expressions are cot tim = -(cot OM)L/(2J'zM); cot ~M= -cot 0M-cot tiM.
A similar relation can be written for the neutrons which can in principle be reflected by the analyzing crystal (subscript A):
where this time E is the distance to the analyzer crystal from the point where y is considered and the angles aa and fla are defined by cot fla = -(cot Oa)L'/(2fla); cot aa = cot OA + cot fla (Popovici & Stoica, 1983) . The condition that all neutrons reflected by the monochromator are reflected also by the analyzer is the identity of the two expressions (2) and (2'). This gives:
f2M=(L1/2)a/(a--1)
where L~ = L + L' is the distance between the two crystals and a is the usual dispersion parameter a = -tan 0A/tan 0M. The conditions (3) imposed on the focal lengthsf2M and flA define the optimal curvature radii RMo and RAo. The configuration with RM = RMo and RA = RAo represents the generalization to bent crystals with different lattice spacings of the parallel position of two plane crystals with identical spacings. Indeed, if a = 1 then both crystals should be plane (infinite focal lengths). If 0M and 0A have different signs (parallel arrangement, a > 0) then one focal length should be I0 s // positive and the other negative (which is positive depends on whether a > 1 or a < 1). The remarkable thing is that the generalized parallel position can be obtained also in the antiparallel arrangement (a < 0, 0 u and 0 A of the same sign): then the focal lengths should both be positive. While preparing this paper for publication we came across the paper of Arrott & Templeton (! 985) where the relations (30) and (31) are essentially the above relations (3). The apparent difference is due to the unusual sign conventions of these authors: they measure XM and ,~A in the same (trigonometric) sense but 0M and OA in opposite senses and besides consider the radii of curvature as being negative if neutrons strike the concave side.
The applicability of the relations (3) is not restricted to the case of neutrons; they can be used equally well in the synchrotron-radiation case. In spite of considerable progress in synchrotron-radiation optics (Caciuffo, Melone, Rustichelli & Boeuf, 1987) it seems that such relations are not yet known there. They could find applications in improved multiple bentcrystal monochromating systems.
In the case of neutrons, to construct a highly efficient double monochromator with bent crystals one has to choose reflecting planes with slightly different lattice spacings: then the dispersion parameter a will be near unity and the optimal radii of curvature will have reasonable values for a small distance between the two crystals. From this point of view a convenient pair of perfect crystals is Si(111) and
SiO2(1011). The fulfilling of relations (3) ensures also an increased efficiency for double monochromators with bent mosaic crystals.
Lamellar reflectivity of curved crystals
Before considering the successive reflection by two thick bent crystals let us outline the basics concerning the reflectivity of a single bent crystal. The curvedcrystal optics was treated in a previous paper (Popovici, Stoica & Ionit~, 1987) within the lamellar approximation. This approximation (Egert & Dachs, 1970) amounts to considering that neutrons are reflected at definite points in the crystal where the relations governing the Bragg reflection on plane crystals hold locally for the curved crystal too. Within the volume of a bent crystal plate the reciprocal-lattice vector varies according to the relation from elasticity theory
where ~o is the lattice vector of the unbent crystal, s is a unit vector normal to ~o, I and g are the coordinates of the point in the crystal measured from the center along the width and thickness, respectively, A = 1 -( 1 + v) cos2z and B = ( 1 + v) sin Z cos Z for elastically and cylindrically bent crystals (v being the Poisson ratio), A = 1 and B = 0 for thermally or spherically bent crystals (formally this corresponds to v = -1). The quantity p is essentially the crystal curvature taken with a proper sign: p = R-1 sign (0 + Z).
(4')
The first term in (4) describes the modification of the lattice spacing and the second the modification of the orientation of the reflecting planes due to bending. The total intensity of the reflected beam is computed as the product of the source flux distribution dq~/dk, the peak reflectivity P and the phase volume of the reflected neutrons taken at the source (the procedure will be detailed in § 5 on computing the peak intensity of the rocking curve). By expanding in projections the Bragg relation expressed with the aid of (4) and by computing the phase volume in the normal approximation (replacing the actual distribution in phase space by a multidimensional Gaussian) one obtains
where So is the source area, f2 is the solid angle under which the crystal plate is seen from the source, L o is the distance source-crystal, V is the crystal volume and ~0 is the plane-crystal integrated reflectivity on the 0 scale defined as usual. The second term in the square brackets in (5) describes the increase of the reflected intensity due to curving the crystal. This increase is computed in the lamellar approximation so we call it the lamellar contribution to the intensity. It is expressed through the quantity ~ which represents the change in Bragg angle per unit pathlength of incident neutrons in the curved crystal (Mikula, Kulda, Vrana 8,: Chalupa, 1984) :
As the quantity in the square brackets in (6) will appear often in formulae we shall denote it for brevity by aj so that ~ = paj. By using the explicit expressions of A and B one can write aj also as
showing that aj = 0 in symmetrical transmission (cos Z = 0) and that aj is symmetric in 7~ as it should be.
By noticing that V/L 2 = Qff where 2 is the mean pathlength of the incident neutrons in the nonabsorbing crystal one can put (5) The physical meaning of (7) is quite obvious as I~1~ is the change in Bragg angle corresponding to the pathlength 2. If the plate thickness t is much less than its breadth b then ~ -~ t/sin (0 + Z) except for the vicinity of the extremely asymmetrical configuration Z = -0 (inverse Fankuchen cut, incident beam along the plate breadth) when ~ ~-b. The lamellar reflectivity has on the 0 scale an integral width W= I,~1~, its shape being rectangular for 2 ,~ b and trapezoidal as approaches b.
The increase of the reflectivity width on bending due to a widened range of Bragg angles available for reflection is accompanied by a decrease of the peak reflectivity P due to weaker extinction. For perfect crystals in reflection geometry this decrease is described by (Kulda, 1984; Mikula, Kulda, Vrana & Chalupa, 1984) P= 1-exp(-Q/l~l) (8) where Q is the kinematic reflectivity per unit incident neutron pathlength in the crystal Q=(Aok/~) × (k cot 0)-1, Aok/.~ being the constant used by Maier-Leibnitz (1972) to characterize the reflecting power of different crystallographic planes. Note that while the peak reflectivity P depends on crystallographic constants the reflectivity integral width W depends only on the geometry.
In contrast to the synchrotron-radiation case, where the reflectivity increase on curving is limited by strong absorption (e.g. Caciuffo, Melone, Rustichelli & Boeuf, 1987) , in the case of neutrons reflected by non-absorbing curved crystals the lamellar reflectivity can be increased indefinitely by increasing the crystal thickness. In the particular case of silicon, which is probably of greatest interest because large crystals are cheap, the limitation is of a technical nature: one can bend without breaking a slab only down to a certain radius of curvature.
For silicon the minimal R expressed in metres is approximately equal numerically to twice the thickness expressed in millimetres. Let us estimate on this basis the possibilities offered by Si(lll) slabs. To simplify the discussion let us consider the case of symmetrical reflection and spherical bending. Then the lamellar reflectivity integral width is W=2t × I R sin 201-x so that the attainable width is 10-3/sin 20 (in radians). The relation (8) for the peak reflectivity can be written in the symmetrical reflection case (equal focal lengths fx =f2 =f) as P = 1 -exp [-2f x (Aok/2)/k ]. For Si(lll) Aok/2 = 0.027 A-1 cm-1 (Maier-Leibnitz, 1972) . By considering now the situation when the focal length is fixed to f= 0.75 m (that means monochromatic focusing at a fixed distance of 1"5 m) then for neutron wavelengths varying from 1 to 4 A the admissible crystal thickness varies fro m 4.7 to 1"2 mm with W varying from 11 to 3.5' arc and P varying from 0.47 to 0"92.
These figures show that bent perfect silicon crystals represent a viable alternative to existing mosaiccrystal monochromators, especially in high-resolution applications requiring small mosaic spreads.
The rocking-curve width
Let us denote by ~ the variable of the rocking curve, that is the angular deviation of the analyzer crystal from the Bragg position. We shall compute the dispersion (e z) of the rocking curve.
There exists no universal relation between the width and the dispersion of a peak. The particular relation depends on the peak shape. For curved crystals the shape of the rocking curve is generally trapezoidal, the angular width being dominated by the contribution coming from the crystal plate breadths. However, as was shown in § 2, this contribution can be cancelled by a proper choice of curvatures. We shall be interested mainly in situations where the curvatures are in the vicinity of the optimal ones. Then the rocking-curve shape will be determined by the convolution of several comparable contributions and from the central theorem of statistics we know that it will approach a Gaussian. For a rocking curve of Gaussian shape the integral width will be We=(27~(g2)) 1/2 and the full width at half maximum w~ = (8 In 2(e2)) 1/2
The where the subscripts M and A refer to the monochromator and sample (analyzer), respectively, lo is the coordinate of the point from where the neutron is emitted measured along the source width, 7o is the angular deviation from the most probable direction before reflection on the monochromator (see Fig. 1 ) and ~M, ~a are the variables of the plane-crystal reflectivity curves on the Bragg-angle scale. The relations (9) do not involve variables of the neutron trajectory after reflection by the analyzer because throughout this paper it is supposed that all the diffracted intensity is detected (no collimator before a large-window detector).
There are seven initial variables of the problem (to, lm, gM, ~M, IA, ga, ~A) and four parameters depending on them (7o, 71, A k/k, ~) involved in (9). Between these 11 quantities one has five relations in (9). Therefore the set of seven initial variables is not linearly independent: one of them can be expressed through the other six. By putting aside for the moment the first relation in (9) The computation of the dispersion (e2) from (10) is not straightforward because the covariance matrix of the six variables involved is not diagonal: the first relation in (9) which was put aside acts as a constraint and restricts the range of these variables because of the finite range of lo. This complicates the analytical formulae (but not the matrix computations*). To keep the formulae simple three limiting cases will be considered.
Case 1: broad source, no collimation
This case corresponds to a monochromator bathed in an uncollimated incident beam. The source is supposed to be broad enough ((12)-~ ~) so that mathematically the first relation in (9) is no longer a constraint. Then the covariance matrix of the six variables in (10) remains diagonal and the dispersion (e z ) is 
The apparent divergence of the coefficients of (g~t) and (g,]) for gM = 0M and ~A = --OA respectively is not a real one; it is due simply to the notation used to evidence the optimal curvatures, as can be seen from a comparison with (10). The rocking-curve width as a function of PM has a minimum at PM = PMo and as a function of PA at PA = PAO" When the crystals are bent to the optimal curvatures the rocking-curve width reaches an absolute minimum.
It is at this absolute minimum that the rocking curve can be made to reproduce the reflectivity curve of the analyzing crystal. In order to do this one has to choose a perfect-crystal monochromator either set in symmetrical transmission (when its lamellar reflectivity is zero) or thin enough so that its lamellar reflectivity width is considerably less than the full reflectivity width of the analyzer.
The formula (11) for the rocking-curve dispersion was obtained without any assumption about the distributions of the variables involved. The finite breadth of the source can be taken into account by using the relations given in the mathematical appendix,* but then the computation procedure implies the approximation of the distributions by Gaussians.
The condition that the source is broad is not very restrictive. Actually it means that the angular divergence of the incident beam should be considerably wider than the width of the rocking curve to be measured. The condition that the monochromator is bathed in the incident beam is not important in practice: one has only to replace in the computations the actual breadth of the monochromator with that illuminated by the incident beam.
Case 2: Soller collimator before monochromator, broad analyzer
In this case the analyzer crystal is supposed to be broad enough to intercept the entire beam given by the monochromator ((I 2) ~ ~). Then its width will not introduce any extra angular restrictions. The variable 3'0 is regarded as independent, its dispersion (72) being defined by the Soller collimator angular divergence. The covariance matrix of the set of six variables (70, IM, gM, ~M, gA, ~A) will then be diagonal. By expressing e through this new set of variables and by taking its dispersion one obtains where for brevity we have used the notation s'= 1 + [(2--a)/a](Pao/Pa--1) and ~'M=(puo/pM) X (PA/PAo) COS (0 M --ZM) + (AM tan 0M -S'BMPA/PAo) x sin (OM --ZM).
The expression (12) does not differ from (11) if the curvatures are set exactly at the optimal values because then s' = 1 and aj~ = ffM. However, in case 2 the setting of the curvatures can no longer be checked experimentally against the absolute minimum of the rocking-curve width. If the analyzer curvature differs from the optimal one then s'-¢l and the rockingcurve width as a function of PM has the minimum shifted to pM=PMo/S'. If [RAI>[RAo[ then the rocking-curve width at this minimum is lower than that corresponding to the optimal curvatures.
In the special case a = 2 the minimum is not shifted because then s'= 1 for any RA. This property gives a practical method of calibrating precisely the monochromator radius of curvature. For a sample crystal chosen so as to have a = 2 one has to measure the rocking-curve width as a function of RM. It will have a sharp minimum at RM = RMO even if RA is set inexactly. The sharpness of the minimum will be determined by the fineness of the incident-beam collimation. The reason for this situation is that if a = 2 then PM = PMO corresponds to the spatial focusing of a plane-parallel incident beam onto a point at the sample position: from (3) one then hasf2M = L1.
If the monochromator is curved but the analyzer is plane (PA = 0) then (12) If the monochromator is plane too (PM = 0) then (12') simplifies further to the known formula (Dachs, 1978) (eft) =(1 --a)2(725 + (2--a)2(4 2) + (~]).
(12")
Case 3: Soller collimator before a broad monochromator
This case corresponds to a small sample crystal bathed in the monochromatic beam so that it 'sees' only a portion of the supposedly broad monochromator. Then the dispersion (l 2) can be put infinite and the covariance matrix of the variables (70, gM, ~M, lA, gA, ~A) becomes diagonal. By expressing given by (10) × sin (OA + ZA)" AS in case 2 the expression (13) does not differ from (11) if the curvatures are set exactly at the optimal values (because then s"= 1, re,, = fM and f~ = fA), "M but the rocking-curve width is not at its minimum then. If the monochromator curvature differs from the optimal one then s"-# 1 and the minimum of the rocking curve as a function of PA shifts to PA = PAO/S''. The residual width at the shifted minimum is lower than that corresponding to the optimal curvatures if I RMI > [RMo[. The shift becomes large as the dispersion parameter a approaches 2. As mentioned above, for a=2 the monochromator bent to pM=PMo focuses the neutron beam onto a point at the sample position. Any sample, even a small one, is then broad enough for the situation to be that of case 2.
If the monochromator is plane (PM = 0) one should take the limit (2 -a)S"PM --* apMo so that (13) reduces to <g2> = (1 -a)2<yo 2 > + (2 -a)2( ~2> + < (2A> + p2<12> + p2A(AA tan0a + BA)2<g2A>. (lY)
For perfect monochromator and thin sample (lY) reduces essentially to the formula (5) of Karas, Rauch & Seidl (1971) .
To conclude the discussion of the rocking-curve widths one can say that for measuring bent-crystal reflectivities the suitable configuration is the equivalent of the parallel position (crystals bent to optimal curvatures) at relaxed incident-beam collimation. The effect of Soller collimation of the white beam is to shift the minimum of the rocking-curve width from this configuration. The shape of the rocking curve at the shifted minimum is no longer simply related to the reflectivity curves.
The peak intensity
To compute the total intensity reflected by the two crystals on the peak (e = 0) of the rocking curve one defines the phase space vector Y = (Ak, k7o, k6o, lo,  Zo) where 6o and Zo are the vertical (out of diffraction plane) variables of the neutron trajectory at the source (angular deviation from the most probable direction and coordinate of the point of emission, respectively). Then one defines the transmission function of the systemf(Y). The peak intensity Ip is the product of the source flux distribution dcp/dk [one recalls that dq,/dk = (dq#dk)/(47rk2)] and the integral of the transmission function lp= (dq~/dk)~f(Y)dY. The integral can be computed if f(Y) is approximated by a multidimensional Gaussian f(Y) = PM PA exp ( -yTvY/2) where PM, PA are the peak reflectivities and V-1 is the covariance matrix of Y: V-I={{YiYj>}. The peak intensity is then
The covariance matrix V-1 is computed by expressing Y through the vector X' of the linearly independent variables of the problem as Y = CX' (details are given in the mathematical appendix*). Then V-1 _-CS'-XcT where S'-1 is the covariance matrix of X'.
Although the computation philosophy and the matrix relations are quite simple the resulting analytical formula is complicated. The analytical computation simplifies greatly for perfect crystals: then the matrix C is quadratic so that one has det(V -1) = det(S'-l)(det C) 2. In the following we shall assume that the crystals are perfect by putting ~M = ~A = 0 SO that the peak intensity will be obtained as zero for unbent crystals.
The horizontal and vertical variables can be treated separately and the results put together at the final stage. The computation for the vertical part is not relevant to the following discussion and we shall not describe it here. The peak intensity formula will contain a factor fv with the expression fv = [1 + (1 + Lo/L1 -21sin OMILo/R'M) 2 < z 2 >/(z 2 )
where R~t is the monochromator vertical radius of curvature.
The elements of the horizontal part of the matrix C are defined by the relations (9), of which the last is the Bragg constraint. An additional constraint is e = 0. We have therefore two constraints imposed on five initial variables (lo, IM, gM, IA, gA) SO that three variables remain independent. Cases 1-3 above correspond to situations when the Bragg constraint does not modify the dispersions of the distributions of the remaining independent variables. The only modification is due to the constraint e = 0 and it leads to the appearance of <E2>1/2 in the denominator of the formulae (see the mathematical appendix*).
Case 1. By using the formula for det(S'-1) given in the mathematical appendix one obtains in the limit of *See deposition footnote. broad source that (2r03 [det(Y -1)-l a/2 = k3L-12fv I cot OM~M~A] I/M VA/(e2) 1/2 where (e 2) is given by (11) so that the peak intensity can be put in the form (16) where SM is the cross section of the beam intercepted by the monochromator plate, f2 A is the solid angle of the analyzer plate as seen from the monochromator, ~t and ~t a are the lamellar integrated reflectivities given by (7) and W~ is the integral width of the rocking curve.
Ip=(d~o/dk)k3lcotOMlSMf2Afv~/W~
From (16) describing the dependence of the integrated rocking curve on the radii of curvature of the two crystals, PM and PA being given by (8). Case 2. In the limit of broad analyzer one obtains
where O o is the solid angle of the source as seen through the Soller collimator from the monochromator, W~ is computed with the aid of (12) and ~ is here the lamellar integrated reflectivity of the infinitely broad analyzer plate of thickness tA, ~ = tAPAI~A/sin (OA + )~A)1" The relation (16') holds in this case too. Case 3. In the limit of broad monochromator one obtains 11, = (d~o/dk)k3 [ cot OMIArf,(Lo/Lt)((ZZM )/(Zo2)) 1/2 X SA~20~7~IM~,~IA/W ~ (18) where SA is the area of the projection of the analyzer plate, W, is computed with the aid of (13) and N~t is here the lamellar integrated reflectivity of the infinitely broad monochromator plate of thickness tM, N~ = tMPMI~M/sin (OM + )~M) 1" The quantityf~ I is a spatial focusing factor fsf = [ftM/(f2M --L1)l where flM and f2M are the two focal lengths of the monochromator given by (1). This factor accounts for the variation of the effective monochromator breadth seen by the sample. If PM = PMO then f~f = [a/(2-a)[ so that f,y becomes infinite for a = 2. This reflects the situation already discussed above that for a = 2 and PM = PMO all the neutrons reflected by the supposedly infinite monochromator are focused onto the analyzer. In this situation the case 2 formulae are applicable.
The dependence of the integrated rocking curve on the crystal radii of curvature is given in case 3 by The formulae (16)-(18) can be written also as Ip = IO~tA/W~ where Io is the total intensity of the monochromatic beam falling onto the analyzer crystal. The second-crystal reflection efficiency is therefore ~tA/W ~. The efficiency is maximal and equals PA if the integral width of the rocking curve equals the integral width of the analyzer reflectivity curve. This happens if both crystals are bent to the optimal curvatures and t A I ~ A I >--t M l ~fl M I .
Experimental results
Check measurements were made on a neutron diffractometer at the Nuclear Physics Institute in ReL Czechoslovakia. The monochromator-sample distance in this diffractometer is L1 = 1.5 m. To obtain reasonable radii of curvature for this distance in the equivalent of the parallel position for the available Si(lll) and Si(220) crystals a rather short neutron wavelength of 0.67 & was chosen. The experimental configuration corresponded to case 3 conditions: a Soller collimator of 18' angular divergence in the white beam, a convex Si(220) in symmetrical reflection as monochromator at 0M = -10 ° and a concave Si(111) crystal in symmetrical reflection as analyzer at OA = 6"12 ° (a = 0"61). The computed optimal radii of curvature for this configuration are RMo = --13-4 m and RAO = 36 m. The crystals of dimensions 20 × 0.4 × 4 cm were mounted in mechanical bending devices (Vrzal, 1976, unpublished) .
The rocking curves were measured at three fixed values Of RM for values of RA in the range 25 to 100 m. The experimental data for the rocking-curve widths [full widths at half maximum (FWHM) in minutes of arc] are presented in Fig. 2 . The computed curves for the three cases discussed above are also shown. To pass from the computed dispersions to FWHM the relation valid for Gaussians was used. Because at the minima the residual rocking-curve widths are domi- nated by the crystal thickness contributions with essentially one convolution only, in the computations effective dispersions (g2) and (g2) were used giving the real thicknesses tM and ta as FWHM of Gaussian distributions. The data in the middle of Fig. 2 refer to a monochromator radius of curvature very near to the optimal one. In this case the difference between cases 1 and 3 is not essential. As seen in the right part of Fig. 2 the minimum of the rocking-curve width as a function of R A is lower for I RMI > I RMol when the reflectivity curve of the monochromator is also narrower. As discussed in § 4 this effect is due to the Soller collimation. 1,2 0-010-02 0'030-04 0"010'020"030'04 0 0"010'020"030-04 pA(m t) p.4( m t) pa(m 1) Fig. 4 . The product w, x (peak intensity) for the same rocking curves as in Figs. 2 and 3.
The measured peak intensities are shown in Fig. 3 together with the computed curves. To compute the peak reflectivities through the relation (8) the values of the parameter A ok/£ were taken as 0.0273 and 0-020 A -1 cm -1 for Si(lll) and Si(220) respectively. The experimental data in Fig. 3 , like those in Fig. 2 , are reasonably well described by the case 3 formulae. The spatial focusing factor f~y has a marked effect on the peak intensity if RM differs considerably from RMo as in the right part of Fig. 3 . The increase of the peak intensity for I RMI > [RMo[ occurs because a larger fraction of the beam reflected by the convex monochromator is intercepted by the finite analyzing crystal.
The product of the width and peak intensity for the measured rocking curves is shown in Fig. 4 together with the curves computed through (16') and (16"). As discussed in § 5 cases 1 and 2 give the same curve. Here again the importance of taking into account the spatial focusing factor dependence on RM is evident.
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